
BIG GOALS:  
- We, as teachers, can differentiate the reading conferences more easily
- Students are focused on the work that is appropriate to their level
- Students are reading closely/with a lens
- Students can record their thinking and use it to: talk off of in a book club, 

write a long entry, write a reader’s letter, write a literary essay

Reading Band Conference Checklist:

1. Name some of the features of books in the reading band
2. Give kids a choice in what they are going to study
3. Set up “speed bumps”
4. Give kids a choice in how they are going to track the feature: chart, post 

its, entries
5. Set up chart together
6. Do a short demo of using the chart
7. Set the goal for the week and tell them you’ll be checking in with them 

again.

Script of a UVW conference:

The thinking work in these UVW books is harder than when you were reading RST books.  So I want to set you 
up to do that more complicated thinking.  First I am going to give you some choices of things to study in your 
book:

1. Things are mysterious
2. Little things are big
3. Characters are not what they seem

- Group decides what to study: little things are big

Make sure that you have the books marked up where you are going to stop and do this thinking like every 
chapter or 5 pages – you are making “speed bumps” for yourself 
Set that up right now with post its
Whole book is marked up
When you hit these speed bumps: sometimes we get there and we don’t know what to think.  We need to set up 
your notebooks with a chart to track your thinking at these speed bumps.  
This isn’t always the right chart so you can change it to work for you
List of little things/What is it now/what do I predict/was I right or wrong?
Model
Goal – do this all week, I’ll check in with you next week to look at your charts



Follow up Conference Possibilities:

1. If the chart or post-its didn’t work – Why?  Was it the wrong chart?  Did the 
feature prove not to be true?  Did the students think you wouldn’t check? 
THEN:  

1. create a new chart/system that will work, 
2. adjust speed bumps, 
3. emphasize accountability, 
4. emphasize how this will help them in book clubs, reader response, 
5. set a new goal.

2. If kids did attempt the chart 
THEN conference around the process/product:

1. Did you find that (state feature you were looking for) in your book?
2. How did you feel about the speed bumps?  Were they a natural 

place to stop?
3. Tell me about the chart?  How did that go?  
4. How do you think you could use the product to support your 

reading/writing about reading?
5. Adjust if necessary and set new goal

3. If the kids did the chart but one or two of them had difficulties or needed 
a different strategy, THEN . . .

1. Ask the kids who feel comfortable to highlight the most interesting 
evidence or thinking they had in their chart while you talk to the 
child who needs a different strategy

2. Teach strategies individually to the kids who need it.  
3. Bring them all back together for goal setting

4. If the kids did NOT use the chart, but wrote on the speed bumps, THEN 
prompt them to complicate their thinking and write more on a bigger post 
it or notebook page by doing 1 of 2 things (CHOICE)

1. Using essay thought prompts:
- This is important because
- This connects to
- This makes me think 

2. Using more sophisticated words to describe the character or their 
thinking:
(Instead of writing “I think Jane is mean” write “I think Jane lashes out 
at others when she if feeling hurt.”  


